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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract :  Sharing a photo on Online Social Networks(OSNs) is an appealing feature. But, user’s privacy will be leaked, if a 

photo is allowed to post, comment and tag openly. In this paper, an effort  is made to convey this subject and make a research of a 

storyline that when a end-user posts a picture embodying  people other than his own or her own. To inhibit emission of privacy of 

a picture, a mechanism is designed which enables single lone in the picture to be conscious of photo sharing and involve in 

governing of picture posting. For this reason, a skilled Facial Recognition (FR) system is used which admit everybody in the 

picture. However more confidentiality context will deadline the number of pictures which are accessible publicly. To deal with 

this dilemma user’s private photos are utilized by the mechanism to design complete FR system which is qualified specifically to 

discriminate the picture co-owners without their confidentiality leakage. The Photo sharing feature is incorporated in android 

application and Facebook’s platform which focuses on the privacy concern. This mechanism is more superior than other access in 

term of acceptance ration and adaptability.  
 

 IndexTerms -  Facial Recognition System, Online Social Network, Photo Privacy. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Online Social Networks has become some portion of our day by day life and we have changed the way we connect with each 

other because of the great acceptance and the immense use of Online Social Network sites. By mistake user declare convinced 

kind of particular data. 21st century has seen enormous development and advancement of web and web benefit which encourage 

data sharing past limits. Online Social Network has turn into a limitless correspondence media to be in touch. Online Social 

Network is used in almost each one fields such as agencies, small and big companies, government etc. to interact with each 

other. Facebook is a standout amongst the most well- known Online Social Network site where people hangout for hours. OSN 

users may post contents carelessly without thinking of its far-reaching effects therefore the confidentiality conservation over 

OSNs becomes a very critical concern. Today, we can tag any picture as we like on OSNs, without taking into account whether 

this picture contain other individual (co-photo) or not. Presently there is no condition on distribution of Co-photo and tagging 

Co-owners without their knowledge and Online Social Network sites like Facebook encourage all these to get more people  
involved. However, currently in OSNs seeking the permission of co-owners while posting a photo is not required. So, we need to 

focus on the privacy issue over OSNs. 

There should be commonly satisfactory privacy policy for specifically figuring out which data to be posted and shared. This c an 

be achieved by asking OSN users to specify privacy policy and exposure policy. Privacy policy defines a gathering of clients 

who can get the photo while being the holder and exposure policy defines a gathering of clients who are able to approach the 

photo while being the co-proprietor. These two strategies will tell how to access a co-photo. Before examination of these 

policies we need to find the identities in co-photo and is an important step. People found on co-photo can be friends on online 

social networks and thus FR engines must be prepared to perceive social companions. The users of Online Social Network site 

unexpectedly put either their confidentiality or friend’s confidentiality at danger while posting, sharing or tagging photos on 

Social sites such Facebook, Instagram etc.  In this paper, we propose a mechanism which achieve confidentiality and efficient at 

the same time. 

 

The rest of the paper is coordinated as follows. In section II we are discussing about related work. Section III presents Pro posed 

work. Finally, Section IV wind up the paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In 2009, Jonathan Anderson suggested a criterion suite called Confidential suite [1] in which the suites of privacy settings can 

be easily chosen by users and is made by a specialist utilizing security programming or it can be made by sending out them to 

the theoretical arrangement or through current setup UIs. By good practice, a high-level language and inspired customers a 

confidential suite can be documented and then it can be circulated to the individuals from the social destinations through 

conveyed channels.  

 

In 2013, Kambiz Ghazinour proposed a recommender system known as Your Confidentiality defender [2] that provides 

assistance by understanding the behavior of privacy setting and also it recommends the privacy options which are reasonable. 

The parameters such as user’s interests, users privacy settings and users personal profile on photo albums are considered for 

constructing personal profile of the user and based on this privacy option is assigned. The current privacy settings can be viewed 
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by the user and permission is granted for this and is monitored by the system and if any risk is detected it makes necessary 

privacy settings.  

 

Choi et al in [3] has discussed the contrast between the Traditional FR framework and the FR framework which is particularly 

intended for OSNs. A custom-made FR system is expected for every customer to be higher definite in customers personal 

assemblage of pictures. 

 

In Online Social Networks the severity and confidentiality concern are likewise critical and essential research subjects. The low 

approach management of part of information in web 2.0. To manage this argument, approach management plans are 

recommended in [4] and [5]. In these adaptable approach management plan has been presented. 

 

In [6], Besmer and Lipford have made a study on photograph sharing and labeling highlights on Facebook. An analysis was 

made in order to make a research of performance of un-tagging which is an existing counter measure and it does not seem to be 

satisfactory where customers are worried about hurting their companion by un-tagging. As an outcome, an engine is provided to 

facilitate the customers to inhibit other users from viewing their pictures when they are put up. However, this method will 

introduce manual tasks for end user which is large in number. Each user is capable of defining privacy policy and exposure 

policy. When a picture is handled with privacy policy of holder’s and exposure guidelines of co-holder’s the picture could be 

put up. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Facial recognition framework is proposed in order to ensure the preservation of a photograph which is being shared and which 

contains everybody who is ready for posting activity and take part in decision making while posting the photograph. 

A. Module Description: 

 User Registration: In this module registration of user is done by themselves using basic information like userid and 

email id and user name password and user image. 

 Group Management (friends): In this module a user can send friend request to another user and if the request is 

accepted they can be added to the friend list and friends group can also be created. 

 Posting process: In this module the user can post photo containing people and request for posting the photo is sent to 

all individual and if members accept the request positive marks will increase and if request is rejected negative marks 

will increase. Based on the decision made by the group members, posting activity is continued. 

 Face Detection Process: In Face Detection Process, Open CV technology is used in order to detect face in photo. 

Image file is read by opencv to detect the face region. There are also implemented files in opencv for detecting front 

or profile faces. In this module, only the face region is getting crapped from the input image. 

 Face Recognition using RANSAC and SURF method: In this module two input image and a dataset image is 

compared and by using SURF detection algorithm number of matching points are found out. Candidate solutions are 

generated by the SURF which is a re-testing system by utilizing least number of perceptions which is required to 

evaluate the basic model parameters. SURF will make use of the smallest set and proceed by enlarging this set with 

steady information focuses. SURF randomly chooses least number of focuses which is needed to decide the model 

parameters and tackle for these parameters. From the arrangement of focuses what number of focuses fit with a 

predefined resilience must be resolved. On the off chance that the part of the quantity of inliers surpasses a 

predefined edge over an aggregate number of focuses in the set the model parameters must be re-assessed utilizing all 

distinguished inliers and end. Drawing the matching points image between two images is done using the RANSAC 

algorithm. 

 Approval System and Decision making: After comparison average matching points are found between all data set 

image and that average will reach out the threshold and select the classification name and display the user name. 

B. Implementation 

 

To make clients conscious of the posting movement and influence them to take an interest in decision making activity, a 

mechanism is designed for which facial recognition system is needed which observe every individual in the picture. If there is 

further confidentiality framework then the number of pictures which is used as preparing set will be restricted. Keeping in 

mind the end goal to beat this issue, user’s private photos are utilized for training set which differentiated co owners of photo 

without affecting their privacy. 

A shared consent approach is advanced in order to cutdown the calculation complication and to safeguard the confidential 

coaching set. Contribution of this work when compared to previous work are: 

1. Potential proprietors of shared photographs can be discovered naturally. 

2. Agreement based strategy is utilized to accomplish protection and productivity 

 

To identify individuals in a co-picture a confidentiality-conserving FR system is used. The FR engine is copied from 

confidential pictures and social settings. FR systems provides confidentiality by notifying every individual about the posting 

activity and making them to take part. To inhibit confidentiality flow of a picture, a mechanism is designed to make sure that 

each individual is aware of the posting activity. For this purpose, an efficient facial recognition (FR) system is necessary 

which observes ‘everyone in photo.  

The flow of the posting process is as follows 
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Fig1: Flow diagram of posting process 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 

Sharing a photo on Online Social Network is one of the most famous element in social network sites such as Facebook. Because 

of the carelessness of the user there may be a privacy leakage of individuals in posted photo. A FR system which is privacy 

preserving has been designed to distinguish people on co-photograph. The features of the proposed system are low computational 

cost and confidentiality of training set. The proposed system is very useful in protecting user’s privacy and making them 

effectively take an interest in photograph posting which is a prime concern of Online Social Networks. If the privacy and 

exposure policies are satisfied only at that point the co-photograph can be posted with the authorization of co-proprietor. Keeping 

in mind the end goal to make the framework more secured notices is sent to the co-proprietor and just with their acknowledgment 

photograph is posted. The battery of local FR training system will be drained quickly. The future enhancement can be done by 

extending features and more efficient privacy training set.  
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